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Site Description 
Synopsis 
Area of pre-industrial / medieval coal working in the High Main coal seam, showing a variety of 
surface features.  
General description: 
Pasture / recreation land on Newcastle’s Town Moor, approximately 500m x 500m to the 
southwest of Cow Hill, immediately south of the A167 at the west end of its crossing of the Town 
Moor 
Site parking and access: 
 
Description of geology/geomorphology: 

                                           
1 RIGS were introduced in 1990 and were superseded in 2006 by Local Geological Sites. They are equivalent 
second tier (i.e. below Sites of Special Scientific Interest) designations, for sites geodiversity sites of 
regional/local (i.e. below national and international) significance.  



The area covered by a thin veneer of till (boulder clay) probably just a few metres thick.  

Beneath this is a bed of sandstone. In the northwest corner of the site, this is negligible 
thickness, as the outcrop of the High Main Coal is marked at or just outside this corner of the 
site. This sandstone attains is greatest thickness, up to ~15m, in the southwest corner of the 
site, which is just below the inferred position of the High Main Marine Band.  

Beneath this is the High Main Coal, ‘one of the thickest and most consistent seams in the 
district. The early coal industry of the area was largely based on this coal, which is rarely less 
than 1.5m thick and is generally over 2m thick.’ (Mills & Holliday, 1998, p. 56).   

There is historical evidence that the surface traces of coal mining on the Town Moor, may go 
back to the fourteenth century or even earlier. ‘The first specific reference to the Moor which has 
come down in writing occurs in letters patent of Edward III, dated 10th May, 1357. … This 
indicates that the rights of the burgesses of Newcastle in the Moor were established as early as 
1213… The letters patent continue … “the burgesses and their heirs shall hold the land and 
moor aforesaid by aforesaid bounds as appurtenant to the town with all the profits thereof, as 
they ought to have held them and have held them since the date of the said charters and letters, 
with power to dig and have mines of coal and stones therein, and make their profit thereof in aid 
of the farm of the town without impediment” …though mines and pits were established in 
accordance with the terms of Edward III’s grant, they were maintained and worked for the benefit 
and convenience of the burgesses of the town rather than as a commercial enterprise designed 
to swell the corporate funds. Such mines were sunk and operated under the direction of the 
Common Council to that end that every citizen might enjoy a plentiful supply of coal at the lowest 
possible cost.’ (Halcrow, 1953, p. 149-151).  

It seems likely that such medieval, pre-industrial coal mining was of two varieties. First, at 
shallower depths and earlier in history, coal was won from ‘bell pits’, where a shaft was dug 
down to a coal seam and then worked laterally, as far as the miner dared, in all directions. Then 
a succeeding shaft was sunk and again, the coal worked laterally in all directions. The later, 
more sophisticated pre-industrial method of working coal which could warrant deeper shafts, 
was a more extensive underground system of pillar and stall working. In this case, long corridor-
like tunnels called ‘stalls’ were dug in the coal in a grid pattern, leaving ‘pillars’ of coal behind 
holding up the roof.  

Interpretation of geology/geomorphology: 
The surface remains on this site record two things. First, there are shafts, evidenced by circular 
depressions ~1-2m in diameter and/or upstanding rings of spoil thrown up from digging the 
shafts. Second, there are collapsed workings: these may be roughly circular (perhaps up to 20m 
in diameter) representing collapsed bell pits or more rectangular or grid-patterned, suggestive of 
collapsed pillar and stall workings.  
Figure 7b shows a tentative assignment of an area of bell pits in the north west of the site, with 
larger scale pillar and stall subsidence over the remainder of the site. 
 
Museum collections: 
N/A 
Notes on biological or archaeological points of interest: 
The surface traces of coal mine workings are archaeological, as much as they are geological. 
Parts of the Town Moor are listed on the Historic Environment Record.  
 

  



 

Management issues 
Site type: 
Disused pit (ED) 
Mine dump (FD) 
Threats: 
Any activity which degrades surface features (e.g. heavy grazing in wet conditions, ploughing, 
use of heavy machinery etc.)  
Conservation actions: 
Avoid threats listed above 
Accessibility actions: 
The Town Moor is a very accessible location – no positive action required.  
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Maps and plans of site 
 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 1.  Detailed topographic map – boundary clearly marked 
 



 
 
Fig. 2.  Scan of the 1:50,000 solid map: grey denotes mudstone, green denotes sandstone and the 
black dashed line marked HIGH MAIN is the thick coal seam that was being mined in the Cow Hill 
area.  
 



 
 
Fig. 3.  Scan of the 1:50,000 solid and drift map: sky blue colour (i.e. the whole area) denotes till 
(boulder clay)  
 
  



 
Fig. 4.  Detail of the solid and superficial geology from the British Geological Survey 1:10,000 sheet 
(NZ26NW)  
 
 



 
 
Fig. 5.  RCHME survey of the area, showing a series of mining related features, overprinted in the 
northly quadrant by NW-SE directed medieval ridge and furrow ploughing.  



 
 
Fig. 6.  RCHME survey of the area overlain over satellite image 
 



 
Fig. 7a.  Environment Agency LIDAR of the area.  

 
Fig. 7b. This appears to show a relatively small zone in the northwest corner (to the NW of the blue dashed 
line) of many small depressions and mounds. This area is tentatively associated with bell pit workings, as it is 
closest to the outcrop with the thinnest sandstone cover. The remaining area (to the south and east of the 
blue dashed line) is characterised by fewer, larger scale mounds and depressions. This area is tentatively 
associated with subsidence over later pillar and stall workings. Two possible shaft heads are picked out with 
red arrows. 



Photographs 
NOTE: These subtle features do not photograph easily. Low angled light, rather than midday sun 
on an unusually sunny day, may provide greater contrast.  

 
Photo 1. Broadly circular depression, approximately 6-8m wide and 1.5m deep  (NZ229660, 
looking NW) 

 
Photo 2.  Photo taken from within a depression towards subtly higher ground (picked out slightly by 
dray grass), with the upstanding avenues rising up in the distance NZ230660, looking SSW) 



 
Photo 3.  Photo looking along a broadly linear depressional feature (NZ230659, looking WNW) 

 
Photo 4.  Photo of the contrast in height between the high avenue on the left and the low 
hummocky field to the right (NZ229658, looking NW)  
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